Abstract. Let X denote the Hubert cube or any separable infinite-dimensional Fréchet space. It has been shown that any two homeomorphisms fg of X onto itself is isotopic to each other by means of an invertible-isotopy on X. In this paper we generalize the above results to the extent that if/, g are A'-coincident on X (that is, f(x)=g(x) for xeK), then the isotopy can be chosen to be A-stationary provided K is compact and has property-Z in X. The main tool of this paper is the Stable Homeomorphism Extension Theorem which generalizes results of Klee and Anderson.
1. An invertible-isotopy of space X to space F is a homeomorphism F of Xxl onto Fx/ such that F(Xx i)= Yx t for all i e I= [0, 1] . We denote such an F by {/t=A'xxtW-For K<= X, F is K-stationary if for each x e K, ft(x)=f0(x) for all t.
The main results of this paper are Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 2.1. Theorem 1.1. If X is the Hubert cube or s (on any separable infinite-dimensional Fréchet space) and K is a compact set with property-Z in X, then any two K-coincident homeomorphisms f g of X onto X are isotopic by an invertible-isotopy F such that F is of K-stationary. Theorem 1.2. Let X= Q or s and let K be a compact set with property-Z in X. If h is a homeomorphism of X onto X such that h\K = identity, then there is an invertibleisotopy {ht} of X onto itself such that hx -h, h0 = identity and h\K = identity for all t.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let/ g be given as in Theorem 1.1. Consider h=f~1g.
Then h\K = identity. Let {ht} be given by Theorem 1.2. Then {f-ht} is an invertibleisotopy between / and g.
The author wants to thank the referees for their elaborate comments. In particular, we thank Mr. Barit for pointing out an alternative, but simpler argument for Theorem 2.1, whose proof we shall adopt here. Then there is an hx e GiXxI) such that hx satisfies (a), (b), and (O hx\XxX=fandhx\Xx0=f'-Proof. By [7] there is an invertible-isotopy F={/} of X onto itself such that /i=//o=/' and for X=Q, each/ is ß*. Consider h' = F~1h. h' satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1 and let h'x be given by the theorem for h'. Then hx = Fh'x is the desired function. As it stands Theorem 2.1 cannot be generalized to an arbitrary closed Z-set in sxl. A simple example would be to consider K=Cx{0}<^sxJ where C is a wild
. It is not difficult to see that A" is a closed Z-set in sxJ. But a level-preserving imbedding of K into 5x7 that pushes C inside sxj obviously has no extension. A more meaningful question would be: In Theorem 2.1, can K be replaced by a closed set which has property-Z at each level? The answer to this question is yes. In a subsequent paper the author gives a solution to the question which appeared as a special case of a more general theorem. Theorem 2.1 may be regarded as a stable generalization of homeomorphism extension theorems of V. Klee [5] ). For X= Q or s, any homeomorphism between two closed sets each with property-Z in X can be extended to a homeomorphism of X onto X. Furthermore, if X= Q and both closed sets are contained in s, then the extension can be chosen to be a ß*-homeomorphism. Proposition 3.3 (Wong [7] ). For X= Q or s, any homeomorphism f of X onto itself is isotopic to the identity mapping by means of an invertible-isotopy {/} satisfying the following :
(1) if X=Q and if Q,(ZQ is Core in Q such that f(Q')<=s, then we can require MQ')^ s for all t and (2) if X=Q and fis a ß*-homeomorphism, then eachfi is aß*-homeomorphism.
Note that properties (1) and (2) are not stated specifically in [7] but follow immediately from the construction. Corollary 5.1. Let X=Q and letf, g and K be as above. Suppose heGiX) such that g, h are K-coincident, then either there is an invertible-isotopy between f and h which is K-stationary or there is an invertible-isotopy between g and h which is Kstationary.
Proof. Let Xx={xe Q \ x^O}, X2 = {xe Q \ x^O}. K=XX n X2. Since h\K =identity, then either hiXx) = Xx or hiXx) = X2. Note that this homeomorphism is the identity for i=0, 1, and the point (x, 0, i) in AT is taken to (x, ç>(i)-e(x), i).
Let £,: h(K) u Qx x 0 x {0, 1} -> H(J2i) be defined as Hx, 0, t) = MO, rtO-TTxih-Kx, 0, i), Ai).
Let Jc having the same domain and going into n¡>o #(A) be defined by the coordinate maps ¡ct. By Dugundji's theorem k can be extended to all of Qx x 0 x I. Call the extension k. Define k a homeomorphism of QxxQ2x I by k(xx, x2, t) = (xx, k(xx, 0, i)(x2), t).
Note that this homeomorphism is the identity for i=0, 1, and the point h(x, 0, i) in h(K) is taken to (ttJi(x, 0, i), <p(/)e(x), i).
Let Ä'' be the projection of g(K) into 0 x Q2 x I, which is the same as the projection of kh(K). For M0, 1, these projections are one-to-one. Letx = e-1(j>)/<p(i); the point (0, y, t) in K' corresponds to (x, y, t) in g(K) and (w^x, 0, t), y, t) in kh(K).
Letff.K' u0xQ2x{0, 1}-+ H(Jxi) be the map where fi(0, y, t) = poe(TTXix, TTXih(x, 0, i), A), if i^O, 1 and x = e~1iy)/<pit); and/(O, y, í) = identity on Jx, if í = 0, 1. As in defining k, define /: Ox ß2xZ->-n«.>o HiJXi). Define / a homeomorphism of Qx x Q2 x I by fixx, x2t) = (/(0, x2, t)ixx), x2, t).
Note that this homeomorphism is the identity for i=0, 1 and the point (x, <p(i)e(x), t) in giK) goes to the point itrxhix, 0, i), e(x)-«p(i), i) in khiK).
The desired homeomorphism is hx=k~1fg-hx is level-preserving and the identity ati = 0, l.hx\K=h as follows. Let(x, 0, i) g ZCand i^O, 1. hxix, 0, i)=A;-1/g(x,0,i) = Ä:"1/(x, <p(/)-e(x), t) = k-\nxhix, 0, i), <p(/)e(x), i)=A(x, 0, t).
In the general case with no condition on K u hiK), there is a ß*-homeomorphism /on ß x I, where Q = Qxx Q2, such that /(/£ u /¡(ZC))ç ßj x 0 x Z, and / is independent of the I coordinate [2] . ¡hi'1: /(ZÍ) -> IhiK) satisfies the special case. If hx extends Ihl'1 then the desired extension is I'^-hJ.
